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Shifra Horn's beautifully imagined novel tells the story of five generations of women in one family
against the backdrop of one hundred years in Jerusalem.The story begins with the birth of the
family's first boy to Amal, the last generation. Her mother, grandmother and great-grandmother
are overjoyed, because the birth of a healthy boy means that the curse against the women of the
family has been broken. They tell Amal the story of those "foremothers": Mazal, the orphan,
whose ill-fated marriage initiates the curse; her daughter Sara, whose golden hair is a symbol for
her power to heal; Sara's daughter Pnina-Mazal, the unwanted child whose talent for knowing
others' thoughts brings both joy and sorrow; and her daughter Geula, Amal's mother, whose
sharp intellect is her gift and her burden.
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  To my son Gilad

Chapter OneI was born in my great-grandmother Sara’s brass bed in the summer of 1948.
Salvos from the Jordanian cannons saluted the dramatic event with suitable noises in the
background. Shells cleaved the whitening sky of the city of Jerusalem, seeking the addresses of
those with whom destiny had made a bloody appointment. On that day I joined my voice to theirs
and screamed my first scream. I was told this by the three women who greeted me in the outside
world. We’ll begin with my mother, Geula, whose expression of horror at the sight of the red
creature emerging from her womb was the first image imprinted on the cells of my brain. To this
day, even as I write these lines, she has not succeeded in recovering from what she calls the
“humiliating” experience of giving birth to me. My grandmother, Pnina-Mazal, was the one who
bent over the bed, smiled at me, and cooed the first words that shook the delicate membrane of
my eardrums: “It’s a girl, it’s a girl.…” My great-grandmother, Sara, whose fresh scent of roses
filled my nose, was the midwife, and when I grew up she told me that my birth had been a
particularly easy one. No man was on hand to receive the news of my birth joyfully, and on my
birth certificate, under “Father’s Name,” is written in round letters: “Unknown.”My story begins
because of my father. I never met him and his name was never mentioned at home. I began my
investigation into the question of my paternity after discovering the facts of life in a book that we
would read furtively under the stairs leading to the grade three classroom in the Lady Meyuhas
School for Girls. Since I was brought up by three women, I was sure that the role of the men I
met in the homes of my friends was confined to earning a living for the members of their
households and mumbling the Kiddush on Friday nights. In my family there was no man, I
thought, because my mother and my two grandmothers did not need a breadwinner, and when
they felt like having Kiddush, they knew how to do it themselves. The book that came into my
hands threw my mind into a turmoil and shattered all my previous beliefs. My friends, who had
read it before me, repeatedly assured me that it was impossible for a baby to be born without the
participation of a man in the act of creation. This fact was written there in explicit, vowel-pointed
words, accompanied by graphic illustrations that gave me a funny feeling in the pit of my
stomach when I looked at them, and led me to the gloomy conclusion that in my family too there



were men who had participated in bringing the women of the family, including me, into the
world.From then until the writing of these lines I have known no peace. Without beating about the
bush I immediately commenced my investigations and inquiries into my mother’s partner in the
act of conception, the man called “my father.” In reply to my questions my mother would shrug
her shoulders and turn her back to me, revealing the nape of her stiff and wrinkled neck, from
which hard, wiry red hairs sprouted together with soft, curly white ones, as if the years had
softened her wayward hair as they turned it white. To this movement was usually added the word
“pest” and the sentence “Who the hell cares!” which was repeated whenever I asked the
question. These words were hissed at me between clenched and pointed teeth, which according
to my grandmother had been like that ever since my mother was born.I received no cooperation
either from my grandmother Pnina-Mazal, who wandered round the town with her battalions of
cats like a queen walking among her humble subjects. She had entered into a conspiracy of
silence with my mother and adamantly refused to tell me anything about the fathers of our family
in general and my father in particular, even during those hours of grace when she agreed to
receive me in her house, which was steeped in the strong smells of tomcats in heat. Then she
would dish up my lunch on a battered tin plate, exactly like the ones scattered throughout her
large, spacious house and containing delicacies reserved for cats: chicken heads and the
quivering intestines of creatures into whose identity I had no wish to inquire more closely. When I
put my list of questions to her and tried to coax her to talk to me about my father, she would clear
her throat, sum up her childhood in two sentences, and launch into detailed stories about the
ones really close to her, her cats. And again I would try to turn things round and catch her out in
a slip of the tongue, but she would extricate herself like a cat with nine lives, elegantly evading
any pitfalls in its path.Of her brother Yitzhak, who lived with her under the same roof, I had long
despaired. Like a tree that had taken root he would sit all day long in an ancient armchair with
bits of straw sticking out all over its shabby red upholstery. His flabby stomach descended in
degrees from his many double chins to his always wet groin, and his bald head festooned with
residual yellow moss gleamed at me.Today I think that Pnina-Mazal agreed to keep him in her
house because he served as a private playground for her cats. They would climb up his paunch
with their curved claws hidden in their velvety paws, reach his ears, which were blocked with
yellow wax, and cautiously taste with their jagged tongues. Then they would tickle the caves of
his nose with their whiskers, elicit a sneeze, lightly bite his swollen cheeks, climb onto his head,
and stand erect on its polished dome. When they tired they would leap straight into his
capacious lap, where they would snuggle up like kittens and purr contentedly. Others would butt
his calves, polish their nails on the thick material of his trousers, rub themselves against his
thighs, sprinkle them with the marks of a strong male smell, and annex the pillars of his legs to
their own private domain. During the afternoon nap Yitzhak’s “regulars” would snooze cradled in
his plump lap, their ears pricked, keeping a wary eye out for intruders.In the course of one of my
interrogations about the men in the family, Pnina-Mazal told me irrelevantly about how, a few
years before, the tabby cat, the strongest and boldest of the tribe, hissing like a snake, had



chased the “regulars” from Yitzhak’s lap. Pushing down with her paws, the tabby leveled out a
protected area, waited until she was alone, and then gave birth effortlessly to four multicolored
kittens, over which she then kept guard fiercely, forbidding anyone to approach him, her, or them.
When Yitzhak uttered his traditional cry of “Food,” the women watered him through the long
copper pipe normally used by Sara, my great-grandmother, to distill rose water, inserting one
end in his mouth and plunging the other into the clay jar of cold water in the kitchen. When his
hunger grew they borrowed the long, charred wooden baker’s peel from Abu Yussuf’s pita
bakery and served him his meals from a safe distance, for fear of the spitting and scratching of
the new mother. Only twenty-four hours later, and after much coaxing, lip-smacking, promises,
and soft, wheedling words showered on her by Pnina-Mazal, did the cat agree to move, leaving
a souvenir on Yitzhak’s fly in the form of a moist, red-rimmed stain festooned with the remains of
four afterbirths, soft and quivering as purple jellies.Such were the stories I succeeded in eliciting
from Pnina-Mazal in reply to my questions about my family and my father. And if she preferred to
talk about her cats, whose number was beyond my reckoning, it must have meant that in the
course of time they had acquired the status of family relations, which the men had not.* * *The
only one who agreed to cooperate and offer cautious replies to a few of my questions was my
great-grandmother Sara. To this day, whenever I mention her name, I can smell the fresh scent
of plucked roses that wafted from her and clung to her clothes, to her dishes, to the air in her
stuffy room, and to me whenever I came to visit her. When I took the number 15 bus from her
house to my mother’s house in Talbiyeh, the sweet smell of roses would mount the steps with
me, sit down on the hard wooden bench with me, and accompany me to school the next
day.Everyone agreed that my great-grandmother Sara was the most beautiful old woman they
had ever seen. It was said that in her youth she had been the most beautiful woman in the world.
From the day she was born, her admirers claimed, her beauty had been unrivaled. And if there
had been competitions for beauty queens then, they added, Sara undoubtedly would have
walked off with all the prizes year after year.It was no easy matter to gain an interview with my
great-grandmother Sara. In order to see her I had to wait my turn in the long line of grave,
expressionless women huddled outside her door under the faded khaki canvas awning. This
shelter had been put up for their benefit and tied to the top of the great mulberry tree, whose
roots cracked the courtyard tiles, in order to protect them from the furious rains of the Jerusalem
winter and the blazing sun of the dry hamseen days that hung over the town in the summer. For
hours they would stand under the awning, determined, patient, and silent, until crazy Dvora, who
took care of my great-grandmother devotedly, parted on the doorstep from the happy supplicant
who had emerged from her audience beaming with the grace bestowed on her and smelling
sweetly of roses. Only then would Dvora invite the next woman to enter. Sometimes she would
come out to the mute crowd and announce that Sara was tired and tell them to come again
tomorrow. And they would disperse, quiet and obedient, and come back the next day to take
their places in a new group of dull-eyed women. Thus I would stand there for hours in the line,
until Dvora came out and ushered me in.My great-grandmother Sara would receive me in her



brass bed, leaning against starched pillows that sprouted flowers of broderie anglaise, and her
white hair would surround her head in a ring of pure radiance and illuminate the faces of those
sitting opposite her. The color of her hair was the whitest I had ever seen in my life. Perhaps it
could be compared to the gleaming white of the highest mountaintops in the world, covered with
a snow that no human foot has dirtied, no speck of dust has touched, and no human eye has
beheld. For if that white penetrated your eyes they would be blinded and black spots would
dance before them.Her long white hair and her eyes glowing with the sweetness of honey would
illuminate the dimness of the room for me. After asking me how I was getting on at school and
work, she would respond to my inquiries and tell me about her childhood, her mother, her
children and grandchildren. But when she came to her granddaughter, my mother, she would
stop talking, close her eyes wearily, and ask me to come again tomorrow for the end of the story.
The next day, after a long wait, she would tell me new stories about rose water, about horses
whose manure was fragrant, and about a comet that cleaved the sky, but when the conversation
turned to my father, she would tire and ask me to leave. This went on for years.How old was
she? No one spoke of this for fear of the evil eye. To me she revealed in a whisper that she was
“a day and a night old” without explaining what she meant. It often seemed to me—and my
grandmother Pnina-Mazal and my mother Geula hinted this too—that Sara was waiting to
receive the sign to close her eyes forever from me, of all people. Something special was
supposed to happen to me in order for her to yield her body to death, and this premonition
prevented me from doing anything out of the ordinary. I was careful to keep to as regular a daily
schedule as possible and I imposed a tedious routine on myself, from which I never strayed to
the left or the right. I tried not to move the furniture in my room unnecessarily, refrained from
stepping on the lines dividing the floor tiles from each other, and followed exactly the same path
to school every day. I even refrained from abandoning the neighborhood grocery store, where
Haim the grocer cheated on the weight of the sliced yellow cheese, and taking my custom to the
gleaming new supermarket that had opened near our house, in case this move should prove to
be the act in which Sara would find a pretext for responding to death’s invitation.I imagined
death as a man dressed in a tailcoat and top hat, just like the figure I had seen in the picture on
display in the dusty window of “Rahamim & Sons, Photographers.” This elegantly dressed
gentleman had passed over Sara all this time, as if he was stricken by her beauty and dazzled
by the radiance of her hair whenever he tried to visit her and take her away with him.* * *This
terrifying responsibility for the longevity of my great-grandmother, which was irrevocably tied to
my future actions, was conveyed to me by the women of my family indirectly and without words.
Perhaps this explains my late marriage. When I decided to get married, in willful opposition to my
mother, who did not believe in the institution, I prepared to announce my intention to Sara in fear
and trembling, lest it provide her with the excuse to die at last.To my surprise, on the day I had
chosen to make my announcement I was not obliged to wait with the other women. As soon as I
joined the end of the line under the mulberry tree, crazy Dvora came running up to me as if she
didn’t have a moment to lose and told me that Sara was waiting for me and that I was to go in to



her immediately.

Chapter OneI was born in my great-grandmother Sara’s brass bed in the summer of 1948.
Salvos from the Jordanian cannons saluted the dramatic event with suitable noises in the
background. Shells cleaved the whitening sky of the city of Jerusalem, seeking the addresses of
those with whom destiny had made a bloody appointment. On that day I joined my voice to theirs
and screamed my first scream. I was told this by the three women who greeted me in the outside
world. We’ll begin with my mother, Geula, whose expression of horror at the sight of the red
creature emerging from her womb was the first image imprinted on the cells of my brain. To this
day, even as I write these lines, she has not succeeded in recovering from what she calls the
“humiliating” experience of giving birth to me. My grandmother, Pnina-Mazal, was the one who
bent over the bed, smiled at me, and cooed the first words that shook the delicate membrane of
my eardrums: “It’s a girl, it’s a girl.…” My great-grandmother, Sara, whose fresh scent of roses
filled my nose, was the midwife, and when I grew up she told me that my birth had been a
particularly easy one. No man was on hand to receive the news of my birth joyfully, and on my
birth certificate, under “Father’s Name,” is written in round letters: “Unknown.”My story begins
because of my father. I never met him and his name was never mentioned at home. I began my
investigation into the question of my paternity after discovering the facts of life in a book that we
would read furtively under the stairs leading to the grade three classroom in the Lady Meyuhas
School for Girls. Since I was brought up by three women, I was sure that the role of the men I
met in the homes of my friends was confined to earning a living for the members of their
households and mumbling the Kiddush on Friday nights. In my family there was no man, I
thought, because my mother and my two grandmothers did not need a breadwinner, and when
they felt like having Kiddush, they knew how to do it themselves. The book that came into my
hands threw my mind into a turmoil and shattered all my previous beliefs. My friends, who had
read it before me, repeatedly assured me that it was impossible for a baby to be born without the
participation of a man in the act of creation. This fact was written there in explicit, vowel-pointed
words, accompanied by graphic illustrations that gave me a funny feeling in the pit of my
stomach when I looked at them, and led me to the gloomy conclusion that in my family too there
were men who had participated in bringing the women of the family, including me, into the
world.From then until the writing of these lines I have known no peace. Without beating about the
bush I immediately commenced my investigations and inquiries into my mother’s partner in the
act of conception, the man called “my father.” In reply to my questions my mother would shrug
her shoulders and turn her back to me, revealing the nape of her stiff and wrinkled neck, from
which hard, wiry red hairs sprouted together with soft, curly white ones, as if the years had
softened her wayward hair as they turned it white. To this movement was usually added the word
“pest” and the sentence “Who the hell cares!” which was repeated whenever I asked the
question. These words were hissed at me between clenched and pointed teeth, which according
to my grandmother had been like that ever since my mother was born.I received no cooperation



either from my grandmother Pnina-Mazal, who wandered round the town with her battalions of
cats like a queen walking among her humble subjects. She had entered into a conspiracy of
silence with my mother and adamantly refused to tell me anything about the fathers of our family
in general and my father in particular, even during those hours of grace when she agreed to
receive me in her house, which was steeped in the strong smells of tomcats in heat. Then she
would dish up my lunch on a battered tin plate, exactly like the ones scattered throughout her
large, spacious house and containing delicacies reserved for cats: chicken heads and the
quivering intestines of creatures into whose identity I had no wish to inquire more closely. When I
put my list of questions to her and tried to coax her to talk to me about my father, she would clear
her throat, sum up her childhood in two sentences, and launch into detailed stories about the
ones really close to her, her cats. And again I would try to turn things round and catch her out in
a slip of the tongue, but she would extricate herself like a cat with nine lives, elegantly evading
any pitfalls in its path.Of her brother Yitzhak, who lived with her under the same roof, I had long
despaired. Like a tree that had taken root he would sit all day long in an ancient armchair with
bits of straw sticking out all over its shabby red upholstery. His flabby stomach descended in
degrees from his many double chins to his always wet groin, and his bald head festooned with
residual yellow moss gleamed at me.Today I think that Pnina-Mazal agreed to keep him in her
house because he served as a private playground for her cats. They would climb up his paunch
with their curved claws hidden in their velvety paws, reach his ears, which were blocked with
yellow wax, and cautiously taste with their jagged tongues. Then they would tickle the caves of
his nose with their whiskers, elicit a sneeze, lightly bite his swollen cheeks, climb onto his head,
and stand erect on its polished dome. When they tired they would leap straight into his
capacious lap, where they would snuggle up like kittens and purr contentedly. Others would butt
his calves, polish their nails on the thick material of his trousers, rub themselves against his
thighs, sprinkle them with the marks of a strong male smell, and annex the pillars of his legs to
their own private domain. During the afternoon nap Yitzhak’s “regulars” would snooze cradled in
his plump lap, their ears pricked, keeping a wary eye out for intruders.In the course of one of my
interrogations about the men in the family, Pnina-Mazal told me irrelevantly about how, a few
years before, the tabby cat, the strongest and boldest of the tribe, hissing like a snake, had
chased the “regulars” from Yitzhak’s lap. Pushing down with her paws, the tabby leveled out a
protected area, waited until she was alone, and then gave birth effortlessly to four multicolored
kittens, over which she then kept guard fiercely, forbidding anyone to approach him, her, or them.
When Yitzhak uttered his traditional cry of “Food,” the women watered him through the long
copper pipe normally used by Sara, my great-grandmother, to distill rose water, inserting one
end in his mouth and plunging the other into the clay jar of cold water in the kitchen. When his
hunger grew they borrowed the long, charred wooden baker’s peel from Abu Yussuf’s pita
bakery and served him his meals from a safe distance, for fear of the spitting and scratching of
the new mother. Only twenty-four hours later, and after much coaxing, lip-smacking, promises,
and soft, wheedling words showered on her by Pnina-Mazal, did the cat agree to move, leaving



a souvenir on Yitzhak’s fly in the form of a moist, red-rimmed stain festooned with the remains of
four afterbirths, soft and quivering as purple jellies.Such were the stories I succeeded in eliciting
from Pnina-Mazal in reply to my questions about my family and my father. And if she preferred to
talk about her cats, whose number was beyond my reckoning, it must have meant that in the
course of time they had acquired the status of family relations, which the men had not.* * *The
only one who agreed to cooperate and offer cautious replies to a few of my questions was my
great-grandmother Sara. To this day, whenever I mention her name, I can smell the fresh scent
of plucked roses that wafted from her and clung to her clothes, to her dishes, to the air in her
stuffy room, and to me whenever I came to visit her. When I took the number 15 bus from her
house to my mother’s house in Talbiyeh, the sweet smell of roses would mount the steps with
me, sit down on the hard wooden bench with me, and accompany me to school the next
day.Everyone agreed that my great-grandmother Sara was the most beautiful old woman they
had ever seen. It was said that in her youth she had been the most beautiful woman in the world.
From the day she was born, her admirers claimed, her beauty had been unrivaled. And if there
had been competitions for beauty queens then, they added, Sara undoubtedly would have
walked off with all the prizes year after year.It was no easy matter to gain an interview with my
great-grandmother Sara. In order to see her I had to wait my turn in the long line of grave,
expressionless women huddled outside her door under the faded khaki canvas awning. This
shelter had been put up for their benefit and tied to the top of the great mulberry tree, whose
roots cracked the courtyard tiles, in order to protect them from the furious rains of the Jerusalem
winter and the blazing sun of the dry hamseen days that hung over the town in the summer. For
hours they would stand under the awning, determined, patient, and silent, until crazy Dvora, who
took care of my great-grandmother devotedly, parted on the doorstep from the happy supplicant
who had emerged from her audience beaming with the grace bestowed on her and smelling
sweetly of roses. Only then would Dvora invite the next woman to enter. Sometimes she would
come out to the mute crowd and announce that Sara was tired and tell them to come again
tomorrow. And they would disperse, quiet and obedient, and come back the next day to take
their places in a new group of dull-eyed women. Thus I would stand there for hours in the line,
until Dvora came out and ushered me in.My great-grandmother Sara would receive me in her
brass bed, leaning against starched pillows that sprouted flowers of broderie anglaise, and her
white hair would surround her head in a ring of pure radiance and illuminate the faces of those
sitting opposite her. The color of her hair was the whitest I had ever seen in my life. Perhaps it
could be compared to the gleaming white of the highest mountaintops in the world, covered with
a snow that no human foot has dirtied, no speck of dust has touched, and no human eye has
beheld. For if that white penetrated your eyes they would be blinded and black spots would
dance before them.Her long white hair and her eyes glowing with the sweetness of honey would
illuminate the dimness of the room for me. After asking me how I was getting on at school and
work, she would respond to my inquiries and tell me about her childhood, her mother, her
children and grandchildren. But when she came to her granddaughter, my mother, she would



stop talking, close her eyes wearily, and ask me to come again tomorrow for the end of the story.
The next day, after a long wait, she would tell me new stories about rose water, about horses
whose manure was fragrant, and about a comet that cleaved the sky, but when the conversation
turned to my father, she would tire and ask me to leave. This went on for years.How old was
she? No one spoke of this for fear of the evil eye. To me she revealed in a whisper that she was
“a day and a night old” without explaining what she meant. It often seemed to me—and my
grandmother Pnina-Mazal and my mother Geula hinted this too—that Sara was waiting to
receive the sign to close her eyes forever from me, of all people. Something special was
supposed to happen to me in order for her to yield her body to death, and this premonition
prevented me from doing anything out of the ordinary. I was careful to keep to as regular a daily
schedule as possible and I imposed a tedious routine on myself, from which I never strayed to
the left or the right. I tried not to move the furniture in my room unnecessarily, refrained from
stepping on the lines dividing the floor tiles from each other, and followed exactly the same path
to school every day. I even refrained from abandoning the neighborhood grocery store, where
Haim the grocer cheated on the weight of the sliced yellow cheese, and taking my custom to the
gleaming new supermarket that had opened near our house, in case this move should prove to
be the act in which Sara would find a pretext for responding to death’s invitation.I imagined
death as a man dressed in a tailcoat and top hat, just like the figure I had seen in the picture on
display in the dusty window of “Rahamim & Sons, Photographers.” This elegantly dressed
gentleman had passed over Sara all this time, as if he was stricken by her beauty and dazzled
by the radiance of her hair whenever he tried to visit her and take her away with him.* * *This
terrifying responsibility for the longevity of my great-grandmother, which was irrevocably tied to
my future actions, was conveyed to me by the women of my family indirectly and without words.
Perhaps this explains my late marriage. When I decided to get married, in willful opposition to my
mother, who did not believe in the institution, I prepared to announce my intention to Sara in fear
and trembling, lest it provide her with the excuse to die at last.To my surprise, on the day I had
chosen to make my announcement I was not obliged to wait with the other women. As soon as I
joined the end of the line under the mulberry tree, crazy Dvora came running up to me as if she
didn’t have a moment to lose and told me that Sara was waiting for me and that I was to go in to
her immediately.Weak at the knees I entered the room, afraid of her reaction to this significant
change in my life, a change that was liable to shorten her own life. Contrary to my expectations,
she greeted me with a smile. After congratulating me, she asked me for a picture of my husband-
to-be and laid down its measurements: forty centimeters by thirty. When I returned with the
picture she gave it to Dvora and magisterially instructed her to take it to David the framer in the
nearby neighborhood of Zichron Moshe: “He’ll know what to do with it.” And when Dvora
returned with the picture in a heavy frame surrounded by gray passe-partout, Sara asked her to
hang the new male addition to the family at the end of the ruler-straight row, where the faces of
three men trapped in identical frames hung side by side at regular intervals, like beads lined up
on an abacus. The picture of my future husband Sara ordered to be hung exactly over the dark



rectangular stain on the wall, and the nail that had once held the portrait banished from its place
in the distant past easily bore the weight of the new picture. As I contemplated the exhibition on
the wall, the four men surveying me mercilessly with their mocking eyes looked like a collection
of trophies gathered by headhunters.At this moment of grace, with the picture of my husband-to-
be hanging over her head, I asked her to tell me about the fathers of the family. She began with
Yitzhak, the husband of her mother Mazal, continued with her own Avraham, and concluded
with my grandfather David. There she stopped, because when she reached my father her lids
drooped and she intimated that she wanted to rest. When crazy Dvora accompanied me to the
door she muttered, as if to herself, that now that my husband’s picture was hanging there on the
wall with all the rest, the minute I gave birth to our first offspring he would leave me. She added
that it was the curse with which the women of my family were blessed.At the time I failed to
understand how a curse could bless, and since Dvora had lost her wits a long time before, I
didn’t attach any importance to her words. I remembered them ten months later, the day after my
son was born, when my husband slammed the door behind him, never to return.* * *My great-
grandmother Sara did not depart this world immediately after my marriage. On the contrary, it
seemed to me that she was waiting, with renewed strength, for the next change in me before she
could close her eyes in peace. Dvora, who knew her better than any of us, would say, “So that
she can be reincarnated in a new baby, which will never be as beautiful as her, because Sara in
her present life has used up all the beauty due to her in all her incarnations, past and future.”
Even after the wedding, which was certainly a dramatic and unusual event in my life, the elegant
gentleman in the top hat and tails did not succeed in visiting Sara and taking her away from
me.Now full of hope that my great-grandmother would live forever, I would go to her house once
a week and wait my turn among the silent women. When I sat down next to her I could feel her
eyes gazing intently and expectantly at my still-flat stomach. At the end of each visit I would
leave with a pain in my gut, as if her eyes had succeeded in penetrating my stomach, delving
into my intestines, invading my womb, and making as free with my body as if it were her
own.Three weeks after the wedding the thing happened that we had been trying as hard as we
could to prevent. In spite of all the precautions we had taken, and against all odds, the sperm hit
the egg.From that moment I remember nights of weeping and desperate attempts on my part to
explain to my new husband that it wasn’t my fault I had become pregnant. I tried to explain to him
that Sara had done it to me, just as she had done it to all the women who waited for her in the
cold and the heat under the canvas awning. My husband would wound me with a disbelieving
look and mutter something about the hereditary insanity of the women in my family that had now
clearly affected me too.Now I would wait patiently in the line with the flat-bellied women for an
audience with my great-grandmother, painfully aware of their sidelong looks piercing my
rounding stomach like daggers. I would enter her presence stabbed by looks that tore the sides
of my stomach, wounded my heart, and roamed enviously and yearningly in the darkness of my
expanding womb.Sara would receive me with her honey eyes glowing, slide her sweet look over
my belly, and murmur as if to herself, “Blessed be the Lord, a son, a male child.”“How do you



know I’m going to have a boy?” I would ask her repeatedly, and receive the reply, “Because of
your stomach, which comes to a point in the front.”Later on I dared to ask her about the curse
hinted at by crazy Dvora and about my husband who would leave me after the birth; Sara would
shrink at the question, pretend to be deaf, survey my belly with eager eyes, and ask me to leave
the room because she was tired.I became afraid of her, as if my beloved great-grandmother had
turned into the Lilith who kills fetuses in the womb and steals babies from their cradles, and I
would try to hold my swollen belly in and make it smaller whenever I visited her.The day I left the
hospital with my son in my arms I went straight to Sara. She looked at my sleeping baby, whose
pursed lips were busy reconstructing the taste of my milk, whose mind was busy dreaming about
the protective walls of my womb, and whose ears were full of the sounds of the warm, soothing
waters in which he had been swimming for nine long months, and asked me to give her the
diapered bundle.With weak, gnarled hands whose taut skin revealed a network of pulsing blue
veins she received her great-great-grandson, and immediately dropped him again. The baby fell
softly onto the starched bedcovers.“Is it a boy or a girl?” she asked, as if she needed to hear the
answer from my own lips, even though she had already heard the news from her daughter and
granddaughter.“A boy,” I replied.“Undo the swaddling clothes!” she commanded in her flowery
Hebrew. “I want to behold him with my own eyes.”With the clumsy fingers of a new mother I
undid the urine-soaked diaper and waved the lower half of the baby’s body in front of her.Her
myopic eyes armed with spectacles whose thick lenses looked like the bottoms of transparent
wine bottles focused on the foreskin-covered little protuberance sticking up before her.“A son,”
she said as if to herself. “The curse is over.” And she closed her eyes and asked me to leave the
room, as she was tired.If I had expected to be asked to call the child after his grandfather or
great-grandfather, I was wrong. Sara made no such request.I left her on her smooth, spotless
white bed with her eyes closed and her hair shining radiantly around her head.* * *Dvora
accompanied me to the door and told me that my grandmother was very happy now. “A son has
been born and the chain has been broken.”When I asked her what she meant, she said that if I
investigated my family history I would understand, and the first fact I should take into account
was that my husband had left me the day after I gave birth, never to return.When I looked deeply
into her demented eyes she suddenly seemed completely sane, and the seriousness of her
words made my skin prickle in fear.“You’re lucky, a son at the first birth, and you have no
husband now to force you to give birth to a daughter who will bear the curse,” she said.The next
day she called me and told me in tears that when she got up in the morning and went into the old
lady’s room to make her bed and wake her up for her morning coffee, she found that she had
died in her sleep. “But she had the same smile on her face as when she saw your baby,” she
added as if to console me.When I reached my great-grandmother’s house that morning I was
greeted by a strong smell of dying roses. I found her on the brass bed—more beautiful than ever.
She was lying on her back, her face radiant as if she had just received glad tidings, and her hair,
which Dvora had combed, covering her entire body like a white silk sheet. When I went home
after making the funeral arrangements I was accompanied all the way there by the smell of



wilted roses, which clung to my body, my clothes, and the baby at my breast, and refused to go
away for many days afterward. The smell would steal into my nostrils at unexpected hours and
inappropriate moments, squeezing jets of tears from my eyes and convulsing my body with sobs
whose meaning I did not always understand. Sometimes I felt in them the grief at the death of my
great-grandmother, sometimes I was sure that they stemmed from the postpartum crisis against
which I had been warned, and sometimes I wept for my husband’s desertion.* * *My great-
grandmother Sara left me three things: her brass bed, in whose softness I had been born and on
which I loved to jump, as if on a trampoline, when I was small; the gold napoleon that she always
wore round her neck on a black velvet ribbon, even in the bath; and the sandouk—the hooped
dowry chest made of rusted metal that looked like a pirate’s treasure chest, which stood at the
foot of her bed and upon which she would grandly lay her dressing gown. The enormous brass
bed and the sandouk, which was heavy and full of treasures I could as yet only imagine, were
transported by Haleb, the porter I hired next to the Damascus Gate. The bed and the sandouk
swayed on the ramshackle van bearing the blue license plate of the occupied territories and
attracted curious looks from the passersby.I sold the napoleon the same month, being short of
cash, to Zion, the goldsmith from Geula. He was glad to buy it from me for two thousand shekels,
its value by weight. At the same time he was honest enough to tell me that his price did not
include its value as a two-hundred-year-old coin, and that if I wanted to get more money for it, I
should look for a coin collector, who would undoubtedly pay me more, while he could pay me
only its weight in gold. But upon closer examination he told me that I would not find a collector
who would pay me more, since the coin had been cut in two and joined later by the hand of a
master craftsman. He pointed to an almost invisible scratch on the gold coin, which he had been
able to discern only with the help of a magnifying glass. After a long and thorough examination
he added that only his grandfather Yihiye, once the neighborhood goldsmith, would have been
capable of making the join.He called his mother from the upstairs apartment, and she glanced at
the coin through the magnifying glass and told us about the beautiful woman holding two halves
of a coin in her hand who had illuminated her father’s dark little shop with her golden hair. “My
father, a very pious man, refused to look at her. All the time she was talking to him he sat
opposite her with his eyes closed. As a child I thought that he was dazzled by the radiance of her
hair and afraid of being blinded and rendered incapable of pursuing his profession. Today I’m
convinced that he was afraid to look at her lest she bewitch him by her beauty, cause him to lose
his wits and bring down trouble on his head.”Thus I heard the first story about my great-
grandmother Sara. In the course of time, as I collected more and more stories about my family, I
came to realize that within the radius of the neighborhoods of Zichron Moshe, Ohel Moshe, and
Geula there was hardly a single soul who had not known her, seen her, met her, or heard about
her.As for the sandouk, it remained locked and unopened for an entire month. Whenever I
approached it I shrank from opening the lid, afraid of confronting the dark and terrible secret that
I both longed and feared to know.Until one evening when I put my baby to bed after the ritual of
the bath and the broken television set transmitted nothing but hypnotic flickering lines and



shining stars to my tired eyes. That evening I went apprehensively up to the chest and lifted the
heavy lid quickly, before I could have second thoughts. The lid rose with difficulty, with the
discordant creak of rusty iron, and a silvery flock of pale, soft-bodied, short-winged moths rose
in its wake, sprinkling me with dust, like stardust from a fairy’s wand. I watched the moths as they
sailed suicidally toward the swaying naked bulb, and then changed their minds and settled
haphazardly on the walls of the room. With a sense of doom I peeped inside the chest,
expecting the worst.The chest was full of tin boxes of different sizes, some of them round
English shortbread tins with a picture of a sentry in a bearskin hat on their lids. There were also
coffee tins with Arabic writing on them, tins for cocoa imported from Holland, and many other,
unidentifiable tins, piled one on top of the other. All the tins I opened contained pictures, masses
of pictures, which rose into a great, yellowing pile on the bed. Some of them were brown, some
crudely colored, and nearly all of them were eaten into by tiny insects whose like I had never
seen before and whose name I did not know. Judging by the inroads they had made in the
apparel of the figures in the photographs, their gastronomic preference appeared to be for
clothing. When they wanted to vary the menu, they devoured the hand-painted snowy mountains
appearing on the backdrop of the photographs, and the long hair crowning the heads of the
women. Occasionally they enjoyed nibbling the eyes, leaving an expression of hollow-eyed
panic in the wake of their jaws.On the backs of those photographs in which steep mountains
rose behind photographed figures whose cheeks had been reddened, whose hair had been
yellowed, and whose eyes had been painted bright blue by the hand of the photographer was a
round purple stamp bearing the legend “Photographic Studio of Rahamim Cohen—Ohel
Moshe.” And underneath the words in the circle was a picture of a delicate gazelle.Other
photographs looked like the pathetic attempts of an amateur journalist who had carefully posed
battalions of soldiers in front of him and ordered them to hold their stomachs in and their heads
up and clean the specks of dust off their breeches or their tartan kilts. And others documented
gleaming, heavy cannons loaded with the help of a long rod, squares, horses, foreign
landscapes, and portraits of men and women who had departed this world long ago. These
photographs were stamped in red with the initials “EG.” The stamp looked new, as if it had been
impressed only a few hours before. The letters were surrounded by an oval frame and decorated
with curlicues, like Gothic letters.



Ashley, “Captivating and fascinating, with a very unique plot.. Four Mother's by Shifra Horn is a
very intriguing read. Jammed Packed with Magical events and fascinating characters, each
chapter is sure to leaving you wanting more. The story is told in the first-person from a woman's
standpoint.As the last in line Amal, documents the wisdom of her female predecessors from the
beginning of memory. For 5 generations of strong and interesting Israeli women, from 19th
century to present day. The family has known riches and fame, as well as poverty and bad
fortune, but women have always survived, and prospered. Amal learns about these women in
her family and how they have survived raising their daughters of their own.Four Mother's is a
long and very detailed book, this is something I really enjoyed as it's not normally done. I found
every aspect of this book to be captivating and fascinating, with a very unique plot. I would
recommend this book to anyone who enjoys Historical reads or is looking for something different
to indulge in.”

MELISSA THOMPSON, “Very good book. This book was certainly out of my comfort zone. I am
more of a suspense/action reader. I was surprised by how fast this book had me hooked. This
book spans 5 generations and goes into detail telling the story of each while giving details of the
curse that follows the women of the family. It tells of fame, fortune, poverty, basically any and
everything that could happen to a family though out the years. I enjoyed being able to follow the
history of the family. The book is rather long but that is necessary to give you the information
needed to really keep your interest and give you enough background on all of the characters.
This book is certainly worth the time spent reading it! I received this book in exchange for an
honest review.”

Jorge Alberto Orduna SR., “Incredible Storytelling. This book hooked me fast, just like “The Joy
Luck Club” did in college. The stories of family, specifically mothers having to raise children on
their own is told through various experiences here. You get a rich past, told in distinct first person
narrative from several perspectives and it’s seriously good. If you liked how Amy Tan wrote her
book, you will love Shifra Horn’s “Four Mothers” in a very poignant manner. It has more of a
magical form than one of non-fiction, but it still has a lot of heart and it’s definitely a testament to
the finesse Horn has with the writing and characterizations of motherhood and society as a
whole. I loved it, it’s rich with strength for mothers, daughters, sons, and any reader that wants a
good story.”

PVM - DC, “Spectacular novel! Mesmerizing details.. Highly recommended. This novel is so
simply and charmingly written with tons of captivating details about the characters, cooking,
rituals, and emotions. The five generations of women -- from Mazal, the first one, who was
beautiful and pregnant when too young and innocent to be able to hold on to the husband, to
Sara, her very beautiful daughter, who became the matriarch and healer, to Pnina-Mazal, a



gifted polyglot, to her daughter, Geula, a feisty lawyer and champion if Arab rights, to the
narrator, who gave birth to a son and perhaps ended the direct female descendants. There are
elements of the fantastic and the miraculous sprinkled throughout the story.”

CynShine, “Loved this 4 generational story of women. Told by the great grand daughter, primarily
about the events of her great grandmother's live. A lovely, heart warming story of the struggle
and success of women left on their own for a variety of reasons. Sara's, the great grandmother,
life is set before and through WWII and then into the present as the wise old woman. The
grandmother is a cat lady, who had quite a life until she retired to her cats. Then the mother, a
famous lawyer, with a strong personality but little compassion or love for her daughter. Struggle
and survival - certainly the life of many women today.”

Debbie Tom, “Great book that will captivate you until the end!. I was excited to dive into Four
Mothers by Shifra Horn. I read it through my kindle reader on my tablet. I love to read this way
since it’s so easy to carry and very accessible.When I started reading the first couple chapters of
this book with the backdrop of Jerusalem; I must say it was a little bit slow. I wasn’t really
wanting to stick with it.To really tell the history of the story a lot of background is needed.I am so
happy I didn’t give up. Once I got to about the third chapter I was hooked I couldn’t put the
“book” down as the author was able to capture my imagination. This fabulously told story truly
took me on a trip back in time; over about a 100 years.The lives and stories of these 5
generations is fascinating. I was blown away by how captivating the lives of these women were.
I learned so much about their lifestyle, thoughts and beliefs. I was left feeling I knew this family.I
fully recommend this book. The adventure, history and detail is completely enthralling. I was
literally unable to stop reading this very culture rich tale.”

Dorothy Finlay, “A fascinating novel of life in Jerusalem traced through four .... A fascinating novel
of life in Jerusalem traced through four seasons of Jerusalem's history; Turkish, British
Mandadate; the beginning of the State of Israel and the last being since 2000. The depth and
spiritual implications in the Jewish life of women and families is a feature. While influenced by
the author's history, the scenes are painted in such a way that the reader finds it difficult to
separate fact from fiction. It is an exciting, tantalizing story which brings the smells, sounds,
cultural features of all the women's lifestyles and the Old city is brought to life.”

shimon, “Dramatic and romantic. As always outstanding from this author - a great story teller”

Ian Groden, “Four Mothers by Shifra Horn- an incisive literary work of art. A beautifully
articulated literary work.With many generations of persecution it is certainly feasible to interpret
the ongoing vicissitudes of life as a continuous curse.The characters are elegantly and
realistically portrayed in the circumstances . A memorable masterpiece of insight”



shimon, “Outstanding historical novel. Full of generations of interesting women and the history of
Jerusalem - vividly told”

The book by Shifra Horn has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 51 people have provided feedback.
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